TimingResearch Crowd Forecast Newsletter (Beta)
Week 132 – 04/03/16 Report
Open-ended responses for Questions #1, #4, and #5 start on page 3.
Question #2. Based on any technical or fundamental indicators you want to use, would you
predict that the S&P500 index will move higher or lower from Monday's open to Friday's
close (April 4th to April 8th)?
Higher: 61.3%
Lower: 38.7%
Question #3. Rate your confidence in your answer to Question #2 by estimating the
probability you have correctly predicted next week's market move.
Average of All Responses: 70.0%
Average For "Higher" Responses: 70.7%
Average For "Lower" Responses: 69.0%
Responses Submitted This Week: 76
TimingResearch Crowd Forecast Prediction: 57% Chance Higher
This prediction is an attempt by the editor of this newsletter to use the full 2+ year history of data
collected from this project to forecast a probability estimate for whether this week's sentiment is
going to be correct and ultimately what the markets will do this coming week.
Details: Last week's majority sentiment was Lower, and the Crowd Forecast Indicator prediction
was 67% Chance Higher; the S&P500 ended down 1.71% for the week. This week's majority
sentiment is Higher (with a more than 20% difference) and with a higher average confidence on the
bullish side. Similar conditions have been observed 23 times in the 132 weeks since the start of
this project with the majority sentiment being correct only 43% of the time but with an average
S&P500 move for the week of 0.23% during those weeks. Based on that history, the
TimingResearch Crowd Forecast Indicator is forecasting a 57% chance of the S&P500 moving
higher this week.

Raw Data Page (raw data files include full history spreadsheet and the above charts):
TimingResearch.com/rawdata.
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Full Weekly Results (full version of this chart available in the raw data spreadsheet for this
week, "Date" field below lists the Monday of the week being predicted).
All-Time Correct Percentage: 49.6%
52-Week Correct Percentage: 51.0%
12-Week Correct Percentage: 54.5%

Weekly Reports Page: TimingResearch.com/reports
Raw Data Page: TimingResearch.com/rawdata
Current Survey Page: TimingResearch.com/currentsurvey
Any feedback email: news@timingresearch.com
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NOTE: The following open-ended answers are solely the opinions of the anonymous responders to
this survey. Responses are mostly unedited, but some have been reformatted slightly for to make
them easier to read and are listed in order of submission. Some useless/irrelevant responses (e.g.
"none") have been omitted. All responses for each week, unedited, are available in the raw data
spreadsheets at TimingResearch.com/rawdata.
Question #1. What developing events (technical or fundamental) will you be watching out
for during the trading week of April 4th to April 8th that might have a positive or negative
impact on the S&P500 and other US markets?
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Ftse direction
Watching the weekly Put/Call and Bullish % Charts for the top in this overbought market.
Upward movment in the price of Gold stocks
stay above 2003
Support and resistance levels, momentum.
Near all time highs
From the bullish engulfing pattern a breakout above the 206.92 level.
dollar and yen movements
Technical
Markets will probably float up 100ish or down 100ish Market has never been more over
bought since 2007-2008
Price action.
Oil, Unemployment claims, Draghi & Yellen
Any bad news will set the ball rolling with the markets turning negative for several days.
breath
Earnings
ISM, FOMC, Unemployment Claims.
S&P 500 movement
ISM Non-Manufacturing PMI FOMC Meeting Minutes ECB President Draghi Speaks Fed
Chair Yellen Speaks
daily chart momentum is diverging from price with rsi reaching overbought range. correction
signals.
oil price
overhead resistance
Trump win in Wisconsin
I don't expect any positive news this week about anything.
oil, china and FED
energy will be heard!
Fed in control
Fed
Always watching FED reports, any change to interest rates, news out of oil producing
regions and news on terrorists activity that may cause even a short term market move.
FOMC minutes. break below 2047
price action; support & resistance levels, vol profile
Earnings
Indices heading into overhead resistance.
Weekly unemployment
Change in direction, lower, for oil.
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2075 SPX resistance
None
Whether overhead supply will initiate selling, short covering, retail interest, seasonality,
weekly options.
USD
oil falls
Central bank noise. It controls the world communist market.
Trend
Oil price
Fed Minutes,China PMI Wed.
oil prices and worsening economics in Europe
elliott wave
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Question #4. When will the Fed next raise interest rates?
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
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Not during 2016 - 36%
June 2016 - 26%
December 2016 - 10%
November 2016 - 9%
April 2016 - 6%
July 2016 - 6%
September 2016 - 4%
August 2016 - 3%
May 2016 (no meeting currently scheduled) - 1%
October 2016 (no meeting currently scheduled) – 0%
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Question #5: Additional Comments/Questions/Suggestions?
Thank you for all the feedback, feel free to contact us at any time with any other questions or
comments.
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market will go higher until the end of April
They will be precluded from raising as US stock indexes fall sharply, they have a hidden
agenda to boost the major indexes as an absolute priority.
I don't think the FED will raise rates in the summer because historically, the NFP is at its
weakest point of the year. But this year might be different.
Go to precious metals as an approach to "safety".
Keep your powder dry.
The fed has backed into a corner, either way they lose!
hope it helps
This good for currency
Who's the best trategie to winn 90/% trades
small increase would not hurt the Market
early strength/ later week fade
Look out for your assets. The government is getting to major steal them.
Obama is opening doors to a USA major problem, everyday you have the 2 classes the
ones that care about terror and those that don't when both sides are unanimous it can only
be to the downside, we all live as though it is far away but it gets closer everyday and the
markets are a direct reflection, that is the biggest hedge to be ready for, with that being said
low priced mineral mining will be huge!
My thinking the market is a bit stretched out and in need of a rest. Small pullback maybe or
just some sideways gyrations but this is needed before any advance. I remain convinced
that all the problems are not fixed, just patched. We may move a little higher this year but at
some point there will be another big correction when we pay for the sins of the past.
I have read several pieces of email stating that government is issuing a consumer rebate
based on purchases made last year. Is this true? The emails state that for the cost of a
membership, the information will be disclosed. If this is true, how do I download the
necessary form? I take exception with these individuals offering specific free items to entice
one to purchase the package being offered at the time. Thank you
All the experts have been wrong from 1800 on Feb 11. Also our political system is in a state
of decay.
Do you iuse ATR in your trading? If so, how?
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Standing Predictions
Below are some of the one-time prediction-type questions asked in previous weeks that have not
been finalized yet or have been finalized recently. Suggest a future question here.
Week 132, 04/03/16 Report - When will the Fed next raise interest rates?
Not during 2016 - 36%
June 2016 - 26%
December 2016 - 10%
November 2016 - 9%
April 2016 - 6%
July 2016 - 6%
September 2016 - 4%
August 2016 - 3%
May 2016 (no meeting currently scheduled) - 1%
October 2016 (no meeting currently scheduled) – 0%
Week 128, 03/06/16 Report - The S&P500 and other major indexes moved into correction territory
earlier this year before rallying over the last few weeks. Do you think we are safely beyond the
correction?
Yes: 20.0%
No: 80.0%
Week 127, 02/28/16 Report - Do you think the United States economy will be in a recession
before the end of 2016?
Yes: 49.3%
No: 50.7%
Week 121, 01/17/16 Report - What do you think is the lowest price that Crude Oil will trade at
during 2016? (it is currently around $30)
Average Of All Numerical Answers: $22.22
Week 111, 11/08/15 Report - Which Republican Party presidential candidate do you think will end
up with the nomination?
44.83% - Trump
24.14% - Rubio
10.34% - Cruz
6.90% - Bush
6.90% - Carson
6.90% - Kasich
Week 111, 11/08/15 Report - Which Democratic Party presidential candidate do you think will end
up with the nomination?
100.00% - Clinton
Week 52, 09/21/14 Report - If Hilary Clinton runs for president in 2016, do you think she will win?
Yes - 41.5%
No - 58.5%
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